
Expanding your business
 

I had the privilege to listen to Joe Powers, Owner of the Canadian Honker, last week 
where he presented at one of the University Connects (sponsored by the University of 
Minnesota, Rochester) weekly programs.  Joe not only shared his personal story about 
how he has grown his business to include several ventures, but he also shared the values 
behind his total operation, not the least of which include commitment and compassion 
and community.  What a super story! What a super success!  What a super person!

 

The next day I got a call from one of the attendees in the program, a CEO with whom I 
have met several times to mentor him and his business. He said that he has been thinking
about growing his business and Joe really inspired him to the point he wanted to work 
on adding a second product line to his business and he asked me “what do you think” 
and “what do I need to consider and know about this type of expansion”?  Great 
questions!

 

As hard as it is to create one great product, it may be harder to follow up with a second 
product line. If one product line is good, then two product lines should be twice as good,
right? This logic has driven countless business owners to expand beyond an initially 
successful product line with an additional offering.  However, it doesn’t always work.  
Do you remember the Ford Edsel or the New Coke? Let me briefly share some 
considerations and cautions about this type of expansion.

First, don’t assume you know what you're doing because you’ve had one winner.  I told 
my friend that he needs to treat this as a brand new venture.  Remember to do the things 
that you did when you started the first business that was successful.    Do the research. 

 

When Joe Powers started to expand his ventures, he looked for a product that customers 
are already willing to buy. That’s the lowest-hanging fruit for most businesses.   He first 
expanded into catering.  There was a need for it.  He and his restaurant team were good 
at doing food. Then, he observed that an event center was needed.  He knew the food 
business. Now, he knew how to make the catering business work. But his research 
showed him that there was a need for a “place” to just “do events” that happened to also 
need food.  He did his homework.

 

My next suggestion was to make sure your second product line won’t hurt your brand. 
Ideally, it should complement the first venture or at least be consistent with it.  Make 
sure that the second venture will not dilute your current customer’s purchases between 



the two.  Don’t forget what your core business is.  Ask yourself the tough question, will 
my existing customers want the new product line or at least will it not distract from the 
first.  Again, my observation is that Joe Powers strategically added to his ventures in 
such a way that he could expand on the great brand that he and his employees have built 
in such a way that would not distract but could even complement what existed.

 

My last comment to this CEO was to make sure that your operation can support the new 
venture so that it won’t be a weight on the first successful product line.  Joe, had the 
people and leadership in place and had the ability to hire what he didn’t have to make it 
work.  This is so important.

 

I gave one last “PS” to this CEO.  I told him if he was really inspired by Joe’s story, be 
sure not to miss the part about “generosity” and be willing to give and have compassion 
toward people, employees, and community.  There’s something magical about 
compassion!
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